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Build Instructions
Before you start, take a look at the Printed Circuit Board (PCB). The components go in the side with the writing on
and the solder goes on the side with the tracks and silver pads.

1

PLACE RESISTORS

Start with the three resistors:
The text on the PCB shows where R1, R2 etc go.
Ensure that you put the resistors in the right place.
PCB Ref
R1 & R2
R3

2

Value
47K
1K

Colour Bands
Yellow, purple, orange
Brown, black, red

SOLDER THE DIODE

Solder the diode into the board. When putting this into the board, be sure to get it the right way
around. The band on the diode must match up with the band on the PCB. The diode is marked
D1.

3

SOLDER THE PCB MOUNT SWITCH

Solder the PCB Mount Right Angled On / Off Switch into SW1 on the PCB. The row of three pins
that exit the back of the switch must be soldered but it doesn’t matter if you can’t solder the
other two pins.

4

SOLDER THE CERAMIC DISC CAPACITORS

There are three ceramic disc capacitors. The 100nF capacitor should be soldered into C2 on the
PCB. This capacitor has the text 104 printed on it. Then the two 220nF capacitors should be
soldered into C3 and C5 on the PCB.

5

SOLDER THE LED

Solder the LED into the PCB where it is labelled LED1. When putting it into the board, make sure
that the ¯at edge on the LED matches the outline on the PCB.
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SOLDER THE ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS

6

Now solder the two electrolytic capacitors. The capacitors have text printed on the side that
indicates their value. The 10µF capacitors should be soldered into C4 on the PCB and the 470µF
capacitor should be soldered into C1. Make sure that the capacitors are the correct way around.
The capacitors have a ‘-’ sign marked on them, which should match the same sign on the PCB.
FIT THE TERMINAL BLOCKS

7

There are three terminal blocks that allow the power and speaker wires to be attached to the
PCB. These go into the PCB where it is labelled ‘POWER’, ‘OUT1’ and ‘OUT2’. Make sure that they
face towards the edge of the PCB.
SOLDER THE DUAL POTENTIOMETER

8

Solder the dual potentiometer into the PCB where it is labelled R4. Make sure that the volume
knob is facing away from the PCB.
ADD HEAT SINK AND AMPLIFIER IC

9

The next step is to add the heat sink and ampli®er IC. The best way to do this is in the
following order:





Solder the heat sink to the PCB. The heat sink must be orientated so that it matches
the outline on the PCB. As the heat sink is a very large part, it may take longer than
normal for it to be soldered. If you have a temperature controlled soldering iron, turn
it up to full just for the heat sink.
Insert the ampli®er IC into the PCB and attach it to the heat sink by using the nut and bolt.
Solder the IC pins to the PCB.
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10

CONNECT THE SPEAKERS

The kit is supplied with a meter of twin cable. This cable will be used to connect the two
speakers. You will need to cut this to the required length to connect each speaker in your
enclosure design (reserving a section for connecting the power jack later).
Take each piece of twin cable and strip the ends of the wire. Connect one end of each wire to
the two terminals on each speaker (as shown). You will see that the speakers have ‘+’ and ‘-’
indicators. At this stage it doesn’t matter which way around the wire is connected.
Take the cable connected to one speaker and connect it to the terminal block labeled ‘OUT1’ on the PCB. The
connections on the terminal blocks are also labeled with a ‘+’ and ‘-’. The ‘+’ on the PCB needs to go to the ‘+’ on the
speaker and ‘-’ to ‘-’.
Repeat with the second speaker, this time connecting to the terminal block labelled ‘OUT2’.

11

CONNECT THE POWER CONNECTOR

The kit is supplied with a power connector that can be mounted into the side of a case
designed to hold your ampli®er. To connect this to the ampli®er board, it needs a piece of
cable (reserved earlier in step 10) connecting to it. There are three connections on the
connector. The middle / rear connection should have one wire connected to it and the top
connector should have the other wire connected to it as shown in the diagram.
Look at the diagram above and note which wire is positive / negative. They can be connected
to the terminal block labelled ‘POWER’ ensuring the polarity of the wires matches the ‘+’ ‘-’
identi®ers in the PCB.

12

CONNECT THE AUDIO CABLE

The stereo Jack / iPod lead should be connected to the ‘INPUT’ terminal. First feed the wires
through the strain relief hole. The black wire should be connected to the terminal labelled
‘BLK’. The other two wires can go to either of the two remaining inputs.
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Checking Your Amplifier PCB
Carefully check the following before you connect the power:
Audio equipment may become damaged if connected to an incorrectly built amplifier.
Check the bottom of the board to ensure that:
 All holes (except the 4 large (3mm) holes in the corners) are filled with the lead of a component.
 All these leads are soldered.
 Pins next to each other are not soldered together.
Check the top of the board to ensure that:
 The speakers, power lead and audio connections are connected to the right place.
 The ‘-’ on the capacitors match the same marks on the PCB.
 The colour bands on R3 are brown, black, red.
 The silver band on D1 is next to the on / off switch.
 The ‘Black’ labelled terminal on the ‘POWER’ connection goes to the centre pin on the DC Jack.
 The ‘Black’ labelled terminal on the ‘AUDIO’ connection has the black wire connected to it.
 The flat edge on the LED matches the outline on the PCB.
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Fault finding flow chart
Fault Finding
Check
The soldering on the DC power
socket for dry joints and that the
correct pins have been used.
The connections are the correct
way around on the POWER
terminal block.
The POWER terminal for dry
joints.
The LED is the correct way
around and for shorts / dry joints.
The switch for dry joints.
The diode is the right way
around.

Start
Connect power to the board and
set the switch to on.

No

Does the
LED light?

Yes
Connect audio to the board

Yes, but one of the channels is
always at max volume and the
volume control has no affect

Is any
music heard?

Check
R4 for dry joints.

Which output
doesn t work?

Check
R4 for dry joints.
C3 for dry joints.
IC1 pins 1, 2 & 4 for
dry joints.
OUT1 for dry joints.
The connections on
the speaker for dry
joints.

Check
R1 for dry joints.
C4 for a short.
Dry joints on IC1
pins 6, 7 & 9.

Yes

No

OUT1

No

Is audio
coming out of
both channels?

OUT2

Check
R4 for dry joints.
C5 for dry joints.
IC1 pins 12, 14 & 15
for dry joints.
OUT2 for dry joints.
The connections on
the speaker for dry
joints.

Yes

Is there a pop
on power up?

No

Stop

Yes

Check
C4 for dry
joints.
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Designing the Enclosure
When you design the enclosure, you will need to consider:





The size of the PCB (below left, height including components = 65mm).
How to mount the speaker (below right).
How to allow the audio cable out of the box.
Are you making the amplifier for a particular MP3 player, if so should the player go in the box?

These technical drawings of the amplifier PCB and speaker should help you to plan this.
77.5

Speaker
outputs

Audio in

59

Power
in

4 x 3.3mm diameter mounting holes

All dimensions in mm

LED

Mounting the PCB to the
enclosure

4
4
14.5

6.5

The drawing (below) shows how a hex spacer
can be used with two bolts to fix the PCB to
the enclosure.

29
54

Your PCB has four mounting holes designed to
take M3 bolts

LED shown mounted front facing
with 90° bent leads
21
4

6.5

4
14.5

13.5

4
6.5
29
54
77.5
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How the Amplifier Works

The High Power Ampli®er is a fairly simple circuit as all of the hard work is done by the ampli®er IC. Working from
left to right on the circuit diagram, the power comes into the board and goes through a power switch. When the
power switch is off, this isolates power from the whole circuit. When the switch is on, the LED will light. The
brightness of the LED is set by the resistor R3. The capacitors C1 and C2 are present to ensure that the power supply
to the ampli®er IC is stable. The diode D1 is included so that if the power is connected to the board the wrong way
around, it shorts the power supply. The power supply supplied with the kit instantly cuts the power. This is needed
to protect the audio ampli®er IC.
In the middle of the circuit is the audio input, this is divided down by the dual wipe potentiometer R4, which works
as a volume control. The inputs are de-coupled into the ampli®er IC through the capacitors C3 & C5. In order to
prevent noise on power up, the resistors R1, R2 and the capacitor C4 keep the mute and standby pins in a low state
until the power supply has stabilised. The ampli®er ampli®es both the voltage and the current of the input and this is
then driven into the two speakers.

Online Information
Two sets of information can be downloaded from the product page where the kit can also be reordered from. The
‘Essential Information’ contains all of the information that you need to get started with the kit and the ‘Teaching
Resources’ contains more information on soldering, components used in the kit, educational schemes of work and so
on and also includes the essentials. Download from:
www.kitronik.co.uk/2143
This kit is designed and manufactured in the UK by Kitronik

Every effort has been made to ensure that these notes are correct, however Kitronik accept no responsibility for
issues arising from errors / omissions in the notes.
 Kitronik Ltd - Any unauthorised copying / duplication of this booklet or part thereof for purposes except for use
with Kitronik project kits is not allowed without Kitronik’s prior consent.

